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TRANSLATION GREEK IN THE WISDOM 
OF SOLOMON 

CARL EVERET1' PURINTON 
.lDBLPHI COLLEGE 

I 

r-r,HE central question in the long-continued discuasion of the 
J. apocryphal Book of Wisdom, or Wisdom of Solomon, has 

been thBt of unity. There have been three main periods or cycles 
of criticism. In the opening period of what may be termed "mo
dem" criticism, BUch writers as Houbigant1, Eichhom1, NachtigaP, 
Bretschneider', Bertholdtl, and Engelbreth1 were united in the 
belief that the book was of composite authorship. Eichhom, it 
must be added, qualified his verdict by declaring that the sharp 
difference in ideas between the earlier and later chapters could 
be explained only on the basis of a different author for the second 

1 C. F. Houbigant, Lwori ad libroa Sapientuu el Ecduitutici, in pref11C11 

to Biblia Hebraica, Paris 1763; bound aep&rately as Prokgornna ita Scrip
lurom S(lffllm, 1763; reprint.ed in Notae critwu in uni..,,.808 V. T. libroa, eta., 
Frankfurt 1777. 

1 J. G. Eichhorn, EiflleiluRf ita die Apocryplaiacliffl Srl&n/lffl du °A-:-T;; 
pp. 88ff.; 144ff.; 200(., 17115. 

1 J.C. C. Nachtigal, Die Veriramml11ngen der Weiaffl, II part, Das 1111M 
der W Nli€il, Halle 1799. 

• C. G. Bretscbneider, De Uhri Sapiffltuu Parle Priore Cap. I-XI E 
Dvobva Libellia I>i..,,.aia Ooraflata, Vitehergae 1804. 

1 L. Bertholdt, Butor. ml. Einleitvng in aiimtlirl&e lnMtlide lltld 
apo"/crypla. Brl&riflm du A. 1111d N. T., V. vol., first part, 228lff., Erlangen 
1815. 

1 W. F. Engelbreth, Uhri, pi wlgo inacribitur Bapieuia Balomoraia 
latine ccm..,,.ri el ezplialli ap«imiM (2 vols.), Kopenhagen 1816. 
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part, or on the hypothesis that the later Bild inferior chaptem 
were compoaed in the ye&n1 of the writer's immaturity, long befon 
the earlier. 

The second cycle of criticism centers in the work of Grimm 7, 

who in 1860 gathered up the results of a lifetime of Btody and 
publiahed what has since remained the Btandam, or u IIOllle 

would say, the "only" commentary worthy of the name dealing 
with the Book of Wisdom to the present day. Grimm concluded 
in favor of the unity of the book, fairly meeting Bild evaluating 
the arguments presented by Houbigant, Eichhorn., Bertholdt, 
BretBchneider, and Nachtigal in tum. In hiB ll1Ulllll&rY of argu
ments pro and con, Grimm built upon the work of critics immed
iately before him who had initiated the tendency toward the 
unity of the book, such as Heydenreich', Gfroier1, and especially 
BauermeiBter1°, and by the thoroughneBB Bild fairneBB of hiB 
judgments lent conviction to the belief in the unity of the Book 
of Wisdom, a belief which still prevails in many quart.en. 

The tum of the century has witneeeed a growing reluctance to 
accept the hitherto unquestioned findings of Grimm, aria renewed 
tendency to question the Bingle authorship of the Wisdom of 
Solomon. Among those who Bt:ill remain loyal are Sieg&ied11, 

Goodrick11, and Feldmannlll, yet an even longer array of names 
may be adduced for the opposite opinion. Among those who 
now suggest a division of the book may be listed Lincke1', Weber', 

' C. L. W. Grimm, Oommnlar t1ber daa Bdtkr Wririeil. Leipsig 1837; 
Daa Bud& tkr W eialeu (KurzgefaBt.ea Hedbuch), Leipzig 1880. 

• M. Heydenreich, in Tzschirner'a Mf!fffOFUbiliea, Leipzig 1816. 
1 A. F. Gfnirer, PAilo, vol. II, pp. 200-2'12, 1831. 

10 Oomtnelllariwr ill Bapinliam Balommau, Gottingae 1828. 
11 K. Siegfried; in Kautmch'a .Apolr~ vlld P~ tlu .A. T., 

Tiibingen 1000. 
u A. T. S. Goodrick, Tie Boole o/ W..tom, New York 1913. 
n F. Feldmann, Daa Ba de, Wririeil. Bonn 1928. 
" K. F. A. Linoke, Samaria vRtl eriM Proplldn, Tiibingen and Leipmg 

1903. 
u W. Weber, "Die Komposition der Weisheit &lomo'a", in Zriladtrife 

/Gr Wiu. Tlttol. 2'1 (IIMK), pp. 146-189. 
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Kohler11 , Girtner17
, Holmes18, Focke11

, Peteni2°, and SpeiserD. 
Especially worthy of note in this third cycle of discussion is the 
feeling of certain critics of the accepted point of view that the 
final court of appeal m11St be the question of the original language 
of the Book of Wisdom, and not as in the past, the question of 
the likeness or difference of the fundamental ideas in different 
sections of the book. This appeal to language considerations is 
in harmony with a larger movement represented by Klostermann, 
Burney, Montgomery and Torrey, the thesis of which is that many 
supposedly Greek documents in which a Semitic idiom is to be 
observed are in reality translations of Semitic sources. This point 
of view may be illustrated by a quotation from Professor Torrey" 
in an article entitled Translations Made /rum Aramaic Goapel,: 

It baa 1-n customary t.o appeal t.o certain books of the Apocrypha 
and Paendepigrapha, and t.o the Apocalypse of the New Testament, && 

examples of writings compoaed in Semitic-sounding Greek; but the faot 
is that all of the boob thDB cited as witnesses were originally written 
in Hebrew or Aramaic, and our Greek vel'l!ions are merely tnmalationa 
more or lesa literal. 

As early as Houbigant we find the suggestion that chs. 1-9 of 
the Wisdom of Solomon were written in Hebrew, while chs. 10-19 
were added later in Greek, perhaps by the same person who 
translated chs. 1-9. Bretschneider attempted to prove that 
Hebrew was the original language of 1 1-6 B. Recent int.erest 
in the original language of the book dates from an article written 

11 JewWa EftCydopedia, "Book of the Wisdom of Solomon", 1908. 
17 E. Girtner, Kompontion vnd WortwaAl du BIIMU tkr Wei&wil, 

Berlin 1912. 
'" S. Holmes, (in Charles' Apocrypha), "The Wisdom of Solomon", 

1913. 
11 F. Focke, Die EnuWivng tkr ll'eislleil Salomoa, Gllttingen 1913. 
ID N. Petel'I!, "Ein hebrAiacher alphabetischer Psalm in der Weisheit 

SalomOB, Kap. 9", Bihl. Zeit8dtri/t, 14, pp. 1-14, 1916. 
"' E. A. Speiser, ''The Heb. Origin of the Fil'l!t Part of the Book of 

Wisdom", Je1DU1I Quarterly Relliew, April 1924 . 
.. Sttuliu in Ille Hwt.ory of Religion, presented t.o C. H. Toy, New York, 

1912, p. 288. 
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by D. S. Margoliouth, "Was the Book of Wisdom Writt.en in 
Hebrew f'D in which the author cited 12 alleged C1111e11 of mill-
translation. In the following year, Profel!IIOr Freudenthal11 replied 
with an article in which he accepted the importance of milltran&
lations, if they could be proved, but showed that the C&8e8 pre
sented were not convincing, and marshalled the different reasons 
for believing the book to be an origbal Greek composition. At 
present interest centers in the nggestion of Fockell that cha. 1-5 
have been translated from Hebrew by the same writer who com
posed cha. 6-19 in Greek, a view strikingly similar to the tentative 
proposal of Houbigsnt, at the very beginning of modem criticism 
of Wisdom. This hypothesis of a single translator-author has the 
great advantage of accounting both for the differences and the 
likenesses between the earlier and later chapters. It dispolles, for 
example, of the striking misuse of metalleuein in both sections 
of the book, 4 12 and 16 a&. As elaborated by Focke this theory 
becomes a very pla11Sible solution of some of the main problems 
of the Book of Wisdom. The late Profel!IIOr Gressmann• accepted 
this explanation, although he would not deny the possibility that 
there might be some originally Semitic material in cha. 6-19 
and some originally Greek in chs. 1-5. By an interesting coincid
ence, Speiser arrived independently, although later, at much 
the same conclusion as Focke; namely, that the translator of the 
first part is at the same time the author of the second section. 
Speiser determined upon a different division of the book aa 
follows: (1) 1 1--6 21; 8 1-9 H; (2) 6 n-7 so; 10 1--'19 n. The 
especial value of Speiser's article lies in the 11 concrete C&8e8 

where he claims to have found actual mistranslations from the 
Hebrew. These form a valuable supplement to the argument 
of Focke, who mentioned only three cases in which he considered 
a mistranslation to be apparent: 5 7; I s, and 2 s. 

a J RA.8, 1890, pp. 263H. 
H J. Freudenthal, "What is the Original Language of the Wisdom of 

Solomon!" JQB, Vol. 3, 1891, pp. 722-763. 
a Op. ci,., PP· 611, 86. 
• ~ Lilera4"ruillfflfl, 1914, Nr. 29, 18 J, p. 18111. 
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A BUrVey of the discllllBion of the book in the past leads one 
to the opinion that if further progress toward a conclUBion regarding 
the main problem of unity is to be reached, it will be through 
an appeal to the original language of the book. The long-continued 
discussion of differences in thought, etc., seems to yield no promise 
of final agreement. It is the purpose of the present writ.er to 
give further consideration to the evidence of the t.ext iteeH which 
wggests that the first part of the book is a translation from 
Hebrew. 

II 

In the Wisdom of Solomon, as elsewhere, the clue to TraD.B
lation Greek is, in general, the awkwardness which arises in the 
t.endency to transfer words and not ideas from the original into 
the translation. Before dealing in detail with more important 
passages, there are a number of phrases in the book which may 
obviOUBly be called Hebraisms. Some of these are: 1 e, airo~ (~); 
1 10, o3r t,,x..,,,.,..,,; l 11, ;p"fOlf X"PWV ;,~., ~ "J'D~); 
2 H, oi Tijf enlvou µ,epl&or &VTer; 3 4, iv ihf,n av6pwrrov: 3 ,, &T1 
xcip,r Kal neor ev Toir otrlo,r avroii, KUI e1l"l<TKO'Jn/ a TOif eKXeKToir 
avroii; cf. 4 u; 6 t, ,l1Ka<TTai r•paTroV "/ijf; 61, avU17"la-aa-6e "fE"fUU

pro,dvo, hrl (HT,lnM); 6 a, Tapa 'Y-/,l<TTou, cf. 5 11 (,rapa equal 
to nMD); 9 4, eK Tal&uiv <TOU (instead of EK TWV TalJ,.,., a-ou); 9 •• 
;., uioir av6pwrrov; 9 17, OTO i,'1,l<TTrov; 1018, EV TEpaa-1 KIii 0'1/JMlo1r; 
10 17, Kal ~JvETO auToir ,;r <TKrt'III ~µJpar Kal .. ·, rp"Ao1a ~<TTpro11 
""'" vvKTa (cf. 14 11, ei'r {3dAvyµa; 14 s1, ••'r ;.,,Jpov); 11 1, iv 
X"Pi Tporprrrou a1lou. 

In addition to the Hebraisms listed above, a detailed explanation 
is given in the following pages of the more striking instances of 
translation-idiom. In certain cases we have merely to deal with 
peculiarities in the Greek which strongly suggest a common 
Hebrew idiom; in other eumples it is possible to clarify the 
meaning of passages hopelessly obscured for those who adhere 
to an original Greek t.ext; and on occasion it is possible to demon
etrat.e an actoal mistranslation of the Hebrew original. 
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11 - • ., a-r>.OTIJTI teapJlar. 
"In singleness of heart." 
This particular phrase in the Greek is· found in only one other 

puaage of the Septuagint. That is 1 Chr. 29 n, where it renden 
the Hebrew ':::l:::l~ ,r:i. 

The words ar>.OT'lf, ar>.oo-u1111, a-r>.oii11, ar>.oiir, ar>.(df almost 
invariably render some derivative of the root CU, 1l8ed in the ethical 
sense; thus in 21 places in the old Greek translations of thP. 0. T. 

The U8U&l Heb. idiom is :lt~; eee Gen. 20 s, 1; 1 Ki. 9,; 
Pa. 78 n; 101 s. 

We happen to know that this idiom W88 rendered by arXOT'lf 
ttapJlar in Gen. 20 & by Symmachus, and in Pa. 78 11 by Aquila, 
Symmachus, and Theodotion. (It was doubtless rendered in this 
way by one or more of these translators in other puaages, where 
we have no record.) • 

In 2 Sam. 15 11, LXX renders ~~ by • ., T' ar>.OTI/TI aVTfdll. 
Cf. Susanna a; 1 Mace. 2 a7, ao, and Aq., Sym., Th. in Prov. 28 1. 

Hence, in Wied. 1 1 we seem to have a close translation of a 
standing Hebrew phrase, viz. the idiom :::l:::l~ Dn:::l. 

1 lie - ,cal eXE;-x0,ia-rrai rl!"f!X6outr'lf ad11tlar. 
No convincing translation of this verse has been made by those 

who claim that Greek is the original language of the book. In the 
translation of the convenient SPCK aeries, Oesterley made the 
conjecture, "And is abaahetl at the approach of unright.eoumess," 
adding the obvious truth that "the meaning of the Greek is 
uncertain." 

The difficulty comes, of course, not in translating the verb 
e>.ryx61ia-f!Tai but in making a translation which will make eenee 
in this context. The variety of translations which have been 
suggest.ed shows that translators have not found a satisfactory 
reading. The AV evaded the problem by reading into 5 o the 
meaning of the preceding lines: "For the holy spirit of disoipline 
will flee deceit, and remove from thought.a that are without 
understanding, and will not abide when unright.eousness cometh in." 
This is something that might possibly be said about the holy 
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spirit of discipline, but it is not in any sense a translation of the 
word we have before us. The editors of the RV translat.ed more 
lit.erally, but with a corresponding 1088 in the sense of the passage: 
"And will be put t.o confusion when unrighteousness hath come in," 
with the marginal reading, "convict.ed." 

Some such reading as "abashed," "ashamed," "be put to con
fusion" might seem possible, if considered apart from the biblical 
usage of i>..e-yxE1~. In biblical Greek, however, the verb has the 
primary meaning "convict," "chasten," "rebuke," while the 
meaning to be "abashed." "ashamed," "put to confusion" is 
secondary and always carries with it the implication of the primary 
meaning. Thus a sense of shame or confusion is what results from 
the conviction of wrongdoing. That such a thing could be said 
of the holy spirit of discipline, or in other words, of Sophia, of the 
Spirit of God (for these words seem to be used almost inter
changeably), is unthinkable. 

That this meaning "convict" is to be connect.ed with the Ureek 
verb in question becomes almost inescapable when we compare 
with it the usage of this same writer in other parts of the book. 
Some form of the verb is used in five other places and in every 
case with the general meaning of "convict" or its equivalent. 

Thus in 1 s the RV reads, "And the Supreme Power ... putteth 
to confusion (marg. 'convicteth') the foolish." Line 1 a has, 
"Neither shall Justice, when it convicteth, pass him by." In 2 11 

we find, "For that which is weak is found to be of no service 
(marg. 'convicted')." Line 4 20 reads, "And their lawless deeds 
shall convict them to their face." Finally in 12 a, we read, "Where
fore thou convictest by little and little them that ..... " 

Furthermore, the noun of the same root occurs in the following 
passages: 1 e; 2 u; 11 e; 17 7 and 18 5, and the meaning in every 
case is that of "conviction," translat.ed varioUBly "reproof," 
"rebuke." 

Thus we come to what amounts to an impasse if we are to 
accept the Greek as the original of this passage. It is hardly 
possible to accept the reading, "(the holy spirit of discipline) will 
be convicted" or even "will be put to confusion (with the implic-
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ation of guilt)." On the other hand, that is clearly what the 
word •>-rrx_E•~ means as used in other parts of the book and this 
is in harmony with the Septuagint uuge. 

Is it possible to throw light on the question on the hypotheaia 
of a mistranslation from the original Hebrew ! Two conjectmea 
have been made, both of which give 11e1111e to the context, which 
is an improvement over the hypotheaia of a Greek original. at 
least. Focke, followingBretechneider, 111111111Desthat the translator had 
before him ~ (<>-"r(e1) which he read as~ (eA~lhicrn-w). 
Of theae two Hebrew forms, the active or Hifil occnn exceedingly 
frequently, while one citation of the passive or Hofal form is 
listed by Hatch and Redpath, in Job. 33 11, translated "is chas
tened." It would be difficult to conjecture this meaning "to be 
chastened" in connection with our passage, but the active meaning 
"to chastiae" or "to convict" fit.a into the 11e1111e of the context 
admirably. 

Speiaer finds this hypothesis ''hardly a felicitous one." He 
conjectures that the translator had before him the form -.::,Q\, 
which he mistook for °CJA· "The line th118 restored ought to be 
rendered: 'And will f'el'IIOlle, when unrighteousness cometh in'." 
Thia suggestion has the virtue of giving 118 a verse in which all 
three members are parallel: 

"For a holy spirit of discipline will flee deceit, 
And will start away from thoughts that are without 

understanding, 
And will remove, when unrighteousness cometh in." 

On the other hand, is it the character of the ''holy spirit of dis
cipline" to depart from the Beene when unrighteousness enters 
in ! Is not the duty of discipline to punish those who are unright
eous in word or deed ! In other words, is the nature of "Patlleia
&Yphia" entirely passive ! 

By omitting line 1 , a, a line which hardly aeelll8 to belong to 
this part of Wisdom (see Focke, pp. 69, 70), Focke obtains in 
lines 11• b o and , b, two couplets which present both attribut.es 
of "PaWJia-&Yphia" the active and the passive. Omitting•• we 
obtain: 

19 
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"For a holy spirit of discipline will flee deceit, 
And will start away from thoughts that are without 

und '.'Standing. 
But will convict when unrighteousness hath come in, 
And will not hold a blasphemer guiltless for his lips." 

The word "But" in &o is substituted for the usual "And" becaUBe 
it fits the context better and is equally possible as a translation 
of the Hebrew connective (Focke, p. 70). 

Whatever be said of either of the above suggestions, they have 
the advantage of providing a translation which gives eense to 
the context in which the disputed passage is found. This is 
something at least which cannot be said for any readings from 
the accepted Greek text. 

1 14 - :rr1trev y;.p e1'r TO el11a1 Ta '71"/lVTa, 

irai tr1DTJjp101 ai ,,evitre,r Toii irotrµo11. 

The RV translates these lines: 

"For he created all things t/llJI, fky might liaw being: 
And the generative powers of the world are 1iealtlasome." 

While the RV may make idiomatic English, it is nonsense 
in this connection. Of comse, whatever is created has ''being," 
hut the question here is how loug it is to last. 

E;~ Tc\ elva1 is not idiomatic Greek. The variant (55) reading 
e,·, Tuv a,';;,va is a mere worthless guess here. 

Is it possible to obtain the obvious sense of the passage on the 
hypothesis of a mistranslation from the Hebrew 1 The phrase 
e1',. TO elvw would be, of comse, the rendering of m;:i~. But 
is that the meaning here 1 le not the contrast here between life 
and tkatA, and does not the writer mean to say that things were 
created to liw rather than to be 1 In this case, the original Hebrew 
would be 1'11"1'.1~- This is good Hebrew idiom and makes good 
sense in the ~ntext. 

In like manner, in the next line, isn't the meaning that the 
"origins of the universe" (~+1_:1 nrl?V-l) were "life-giving" (m[JO) ! 
~1,mip101 would be a good rendering. 
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Thus rest.ored from the original Hebrew, the tramlation of 
the verse reads: 

"For he created all things that they might have life, 
And the origins of the universe are life-giving, 
Etc." 

1 te - cur•fMr Je Tair x•ptri11 ,r~ 7:"" >.oro1r -rpotr•ca>JtrtUfTO 
UVTOII, 

q,l;t,.011 ~Y'ltrUµ.EIIOI auni11 rTWCJlfTa11, 
KW """'8,iK'III f8t"IITO Tf'O' UVTOII, 

iiTI ;;~IO; eitr111 Tijr eiccdvov ,uplJor Ell/al. 

"But ungodly men by their hands and their words called 
d«u/a unt.o them. 

Deeming Aim a friend they consumed away, 
And they made a covenant with mm, 
Because they were worthy t.o be of his portion." (RV). 

The RV olearly gives the meaning when it tranalates "death" 
in l 1u, but the word is not found in the Greek. The avro11, 
repeated three times in this verse and the eiceUIOIJ refer t.o 
6a11aTor, v,mc!&, MUJetJer, has not been e~. Nor is it expl'l88ed 
in the Greek of the preceding line: 

d11Cwotrih,,, "l"P a6awrror etrTIII, 

But if we coDBider the poBBibility here of tranalation Greek, 
it is evident that v. u could not be expressed in Heb. without 
the word "death" (me), compounded with ,:::i or BOme other 
negative. Although there is no mggestion here of a mistnmB
lation, yet the origin of the Greek becomes clear when we conaider 
it as a tranalation from the Hebrew. 

Incidentally, the troubleBOme word eTan,tro11 is probably 
a mere corruption of eirp.i-r.,1ra11: "Deeming him a friend IMy laid 
1wld upon him." 

2 6 - ICUTt"tr<ppa-yttrfJ,,. 

''Fast sealed." 
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The verse, in which this word occurs, reads in the AV. "And 
our end retreateth not; Because it HI fast sealed, and none turneth 
it back." 

The word HI not common in the LXX, being llllted c,nly three 
times by Tromm. It HI, however, a familiar Hebrew idiom, and 
in Job. 9 7; 37 7, and alao in Deuteronomy 32 84 (;a-cppa11crTm) 
HI repreaented in the original by min. 

2 • - rai XP'la-w,H8a T' KTla-e, wr llfOT'/TI a-TouJWOlf. 

"Come on therefore, let 118 enjoy the good things that are 
present: and let 118 speedily use the creatures like as in youtJ,." 
(AV). 

"Come therefore and let 118 enjoy the good things 
that now are; 

And let 118 use the creation with all our soul 
as youth's possession." (RV). 

While the above translations make idiomatic Engllllh, they 
merely serve to hide the difficulty of the Greek. The most prob
able ms. reading HI wr 11EOT'/T1, although SinaitiCU8 and Alex
andrin118 read 11110T'/TOf. The Old Latin reads "tanquam in iutiet1-
tvte" and the Peshitta "in our youth." 

That thlll difficulty in the Greek HI one of long standing may 
be judged from the varied attempts at translation. Grimm a 
first favored the meaning "eagerly as HI fitting for youth," but 
later supported the reading a llf!OT'/TI, "in youth." Siegfritd 
accepts this with a reference to the Hebrew of Eccles. 11 ,, ;~:p, 
"in thy youth." Some such translation as this, "in youth" or 
"while we are young" HI obvio118ly the eenee of the passage, but 
the difficulty of the Greek HI not solved thereby. The literal 
translation, "And let 118 earnestly use creation like youth" HI, 
as Spelller remarks, too vague. 

Spelller improves upon the original suggestion of Pfleiderer 
that •eo-n,r is a slang word for "a girl," and that the meaning 
is "let 118 use God's creation as we would a harlot." Speiser 
refers to the suggestion of Zenner (Feldmann, p. 44) that we 
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should read in this pusage ~ NOTTl&,, "Rls Freudenmidchen," 
but remarks, "The sense would in mch a case be excellent, but 
the procedure doubtful." Speiser himaeU makes the augestion 
that the original Hebrew m,Jr~ "girls" was read by the trana
lat.or~~ "youth," in support of which he refers t.o Eccles. 3u. 

But would "the sense ... in such a case be excellent!" There 
is nothing else in the Book of Wisdom t.o suggest this meaning. 
The simplest solution on the basis of an original Hebrew ten 
is that of Bretschneider (see Focke, p. 71) that the tnmalator, 
dealing with an unvocalized ten, made the very easy mistake 
of reading the original ~ for the very similar preposition :,. Accept
ing this hypothesis, we should have in the original Hebrew some 
such phrase as mT'-i or perhaps ~~-

ThUB here the theory of mistranslation from the Hebrew removes 
the difficulty of the Greek and gives a tnmalation which is appro
priate t.o the context: 

"Come therefore and let us enjoy the good things that 
now are; 

And let us use the creation with all our aoul in youth." 

Z 11 - elr ,clfJ&,i>..011 l>..o-yw8,,u11 avrip. 

"We were accounted of him as base metal .... " (RV). 

With this verse should be compared 3 n, elr o~&a Xor,o-(hja-o.-ra,, 
and 9 e, elr 0~&~11 Xcryicr6,ia-e-r111. While the verb XO')'i'tecr6111 
occurs frequently in the Wisdom of Solomon, in connection with 
elr Ti it is found in only these three ver&e11. This is, of course, 
the familiar Hebrew idiom ~ :lfl;t~, found in 1 Ki. 10 n, l"l9"'?~ 
.... ~JJ;I.: a6; Lam.41, trlj'J"'?~~ 0'1:IJ; Ps. 1O6at, ~ 
nm ~; in Is. 40 u, ~,~ tih) 0"°, and in other places. 
The extreme literalnesB of the Greek in the three pusages men
tioned strongly suggests the poaaibility of translation from Hebrew. 

' ta - nrX~pwa-EJI XPOIIOl/f µ.wcpOOf. 
This is thought t.o be a reference t.o Enoch, the "perfect" man, 

and is characteristically Hebrew in mode of expression. Goodrick 
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says "An idiomatic English translation is almost impossible 
RV 'long years' is not satisfactory), but the sense is plain enough. 

His moral training WM completed early in life, and his few years 
were as good as very many." 

The difficulty of translating this into English idiom is clear 
enough. But is this even idiomatic Greek ? Goodrick considers 
11''>.,,pouv x.pavov "a Hellenistic expre88ion," following Grimm 
(p. 105) who says that the expre88ion "gehort nur der helle
nistischen Grii.citii.t" an. But the theory of a Jewish-Greek 
literary idiom has been abandoned by the very scholars who 
have maintained most consistently the Greek origin of the books 
of the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha and certain books of the 
New Testament. li there never was any such thing as a literary 
"Jewish Greek," such e.n expre88ion e.s 7rh'lpouv xpavov cannot 
have been composed in Greek at a.II. It can only be a literal 
translation from the familiar Hebrew idiom found variously in 
Gen. 26 u; 29 21; Lev. 8 as; 12 ,; 26 so; Nu. 6 &; etc. 

4 H - /LP/Je 8evnr nr, d1avolq. TO TOIOUTO. 

"Neither laying this to heart" (RV). 
The Hebrew equivalent of the awkward phrase 8ellTEf nri 

01avolq. is the common ::i~ cir,. Grimm remarks that the writ.er 
probably had in mind the passage in Isaiah 57 1. Inasmuch as 
the LXX gives an entirely difierent translation from the above, 
it is evident that the Hebrew must be the source, if this is the 
case. Isaiah 67 1 reads, "The righteous perisheth, andno man 
layeth it to heart (::I,-~ ca, rac l'Ml i::ll;' p¥13n); and merciful 
men are taken a.way, none considering that the righteous is taken 
away from the evil to come." The context here and immediately 
following is so similar in thought to Wisdom 4 1 ff., that the depend
ence of Wisdom upon the Hebrew can hardly be doubted. 

4 H - J,a TOUTO ltr1rE1JtTEV 6IC µEtTOIJ 71'0V'lplar. 
This line has ca.used translators some difficulty. The AV 

renders (reading the whole verse), "For his soul pleased the Lord: 
therefore hasted he to take him away from among the wicked." 
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The editors of the RV preferred to oomider not God, but ''he," 
that is, Enoch, 88 the subject of the verb and accordingly tranB
lated, "Therefore hasted he out of the midst of wickedne.," 
adding in the margin, however, the other reading, "lie AalleMI 
him away." 

It is the verb ;rnr,tHTE"II, of course, which e&Ulle8 the difficolty. 
The reading of the Greek is necessarily ambiguoUB. H we BUJ)poae 

a Hebrew original, we find that "'3n, with the direct object 
underst.ood, is quite the common thing in Hebrew poetry, and 
if substituted here, disposes of the ambiguity. 

0 11 - d,ci TOUTO }ujµ.-/,o"IITW TO ~Dl.e,o-i, Tff evrpnrela, 
KW TO d"id,,µa Tou Killour h X''f"" Kuplov. 

The AV translated, "Therefore shall they receive a gloriOUB 
kingdom, and II beautiful crown from the Lord's hand." 

The rendering of the RV is closer to the Greek, 
"Therefore shall they receive the crown o/ royal dignity, 
And the diadem of beauty from the Lord's hand." 

The translation "crown" for fJatrlA.E10"11 is a frequent LXX 111188"· 
It is also confirmed by the recently published and 88 yet incom
plete Worterbuch der g,iecliiaclien Papyrvaurkufl4ffl by Preisigke, 
in which "Kiinigskf'cme" is the meaning of the word. 

Grimm's objection to this translation (p. 119) seems very weak. 
He argues, "niclit K,cme ... denn it1 dieaem Falle vnlrde tlaa 
Wort gam dasselhe besagen tJJie J,tiJ,,µa; ... s<mtlern Reid, 
Her,scha/t, toie 1 u." So far 88 the reference to 1 u is con
cerned, the meaning there is ambiguoUB and may be rendered 
"palace" or "crown" with fully 88 much certainty 88 "king
dom." 

The objection that if /3orrt>..e10-,, be read "crown," we should 
have the same meaning 88 in the following line suggests what wu 
probably the caae, almost certainly if the original were Hebrew. 
Such parallelism is exactly what we should expect. Goodrick 
remarks "that 'Kingdom of splendour', 'diadem of beauty', might 
well be considered Hebraisms, but whether from such influence 
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or not, 'genitives of quality' are frequent in New Testament 
Greek ... " (p. 162). It is becoming more and more clear that the 
"frequent" peculiarities of the New Testament Greek mentioned 
by Goodrick are due to translation from Semitic sources. The 
evidence here leans in the 1111me direction. Not only does the geni
tive construction suggest the Hebrew, but the best translation 
of /3a1rDt.e1011 with "crown" gives a balance between "crown of 
splendor" in the first line and "diadem of beauty" in the second, 
which is exactly what we should expect in Hebrew but not in 
Greek. 

What we have in this pa&1111ge may be taken to be a direct 
allUBion to a strikingly similar passage in Is. 62 a. Dependence 
upon this verse, however, would not be upon the LXX, which 
reads, 

Kai ftrr, tTTeipall()f KaA>.oll\' ;., xe1pi ,cuplov, 
KIU o,ao,,µa /3atr&Aelar a xnpi 8eoii tTOII. 

It might easily be argued that the translator had before him 
something very close to the Hebrew of Is. 62 a, which is 

n'!rr: ~, ,,.. ~, ~;;ii 
,r.;:619 ~ ;,~ 'N~ • 

6 7 - ov -yap n-otTTEXeirw 'll'f'OtTttn'OV a 'lt'all'T"'" ~
"For He which is Lord over all ,hall fear M -pe11J0'11,." (AV) 
"For the Sovereign Lord of all will not refrain himaelf for any 

man's -pe,BOn." (RV) 

The translation of the RV suggests better than the AV the 
awkwardness of inrOtTTeAeirw TflOITltl'lfOv, a phrase clearly foreign 
to the Greek idiom. It is impos,ible to believe that the writ.er 
of the Wisdom of Solomon, at home in both Alexandrian Greek 
and Hebrew as we know him to be, composed such a barbarism. 
It is a clear example of an over-literal translation of a familiar 
Hebrew idiom. An example of this construction in the Hebrew 
Bible is found in Deut. l 11: rl"M ~ll)C Milli M~. 
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8 4 - ~If 7,ip "'"" Tff TOV fJroii fflOT'll/UJf 

rm WptTW Ti.II 1r,- avrov. 
The difficulty here centers in the wonl a1pn-;,, which needs 

to be considered, however, in ite context. 
The AV gives a dubious translation, "For ahe is privy to the 

mysteries of the knowledge of God, and a lover of his worb." 
Grimm found the word puzzling: "alpn-;,, ~icl t«iler 

vorkommend, kann seiner Etymalogie zu/olge nic/w aMef'f/8 al, 

electnz (Vulg.) btdeueen." (p. 169.) 
The editors of the RV chme this sense in their translation: 

"For ahe is initiated into the knowledge of God, 
And ahe chooseth out /or mm his worb." 

Two objections may be made to this translation, one from the 
point of viaw of the sense. Isn't this too exalted a position for 
Wisdom, to say that ahe "chooses" or "deviseth" what God shall 
do 1 This passage is reminiscent of the veraes in Prov. 8, where 
Wisdom is with God from the beginning, but God is the active 
agent. 

Another suggestion might be taken &om the principle of paral
lelism so closely followed in much of this chapter. "To be initiated 
into the knowledge of God" is a quite different thing &om the 
position of one who "chooses out" for God what he shall enact. 
Thus the parallelism does not suggest the above readinga. 

The interesting suggestion has been made by C. C. Torrey and 
E. A. Speiser, working independently of each other, that the ori
ginal Hebrew ~n was mistaken by the translator for IT'V"O. 
Thus we should read in place of "chooseth out for him his worb" 
some such translation as "And is an associate, sharer in." 

On this hypothesis of a misreading of the Hebrew original, 
we thus have the more natural : 

"For ahe is initiated into the knowledge of God, 
And is a sharer in his works." 

It - 8n Tfflf""II rm K~p,• TOV • ..,.;our O'OII. 

The RV renders this line, "O God of the fathers, and Lord who 
keepest thy mercy (marg. Lord of thy mercy)." But what sense 
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is there in the phrase, "Lord who keepest thy mercy"? Nor is 
the marginal reading of any help. "Lord of thy mercy" is never 
a LXX appellation for God. 

The AV avoided part of the difficulty by leaving out the pos
sessive pronoun <Tou, tmnslating "O God of my fathers, and Lord 
of mercy." Certain manuscript readings support such a trans
lation by the omission of tTou; namely 106, 248, 254, 261, Compl., 
but the more important documents preserve the more difficult 
reading. Even without the troublesome tTou, Grimm considered 
the phrase tcup,or e>..,four "ein halber Hebraismus." 

This is a case where the theory of translation out of the Hebrew 
is especially convincing. According to the concordances, the usual 
Hebrew equivalent for [,\ear would be ,Qlj. One form of this 
word is the adjective 'n;),;t, meaning "good'; or "pious" and also 
used substantively with the meaning "saint." We may conjecture 
that in the present ease the tmnslator had before him the unvo
calized word j'"IC)M. This word may be vocalized in two different 
ways and two entirely different meanings may be obtained. The 
tmnslator here evidently read i19Q when the context demanded 
';"'!'QQ- Had the correct translation been made, we should have 
in the English: "O God of the fathers, and Lord of thy saints." 
This is an improvement in at least two respects: first, it supplies 
sense to the reading of the best mss.; and secondly, it gives us 
a couplet suggestive of the usual Hebrew parallelism. 

That the language is typical of this book may be judged from 
its occurrence in two other passages of the Book of Wisdom: 

3T, xap,r ICIU lXEOf Toir rtcXE1CToir aiiTou (3 e) 
OTI x_ap,r irni lXeor EV Toi1· tlCXEtcToir aVTou 
.-ai nf'ccr,co7"/ E11 TOH° Oalo,r; atiToii. (4 11) 

If it be objected that the plural c~icn is rendered by the sin
gular lXeor, it is precisely what we have in Is. 631, ~ ~190, and, 
LXX, To~ lXEov K11plo11; in Ps. 106 1, ';"19t1 ~.,·n~ and LXX, 
TOU ,rX1;8011r TOU eXEollf !TOIi. 

In Gen. 32 11 the rendering is by another Greek word, but 
still in the singular number: ~t)v ',!:,Q translated a'll"o ,ra!T1/f 
J,,ca,otTIJ•'lf. 
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I 1 - ,rcu a eu8UTIJTI 'V"Xij' ,rpiau, ,rpu,,_ 

"and execute judgment with an upright heart." (AV) 
"and execute judgement in uprightness of aoul" (RV) 

While eu8ur occurs frequently in the LXX and also in this 
particular Book of Wisdom, generally corresponding to the 
Hebrew "'lrl", yet this exact expresaion, ;., ,ufM-n,-r, 'V"X"• occurs 
only here in Wiedom. 

Wahl (Clavis) in connection with this passage refers to Pa. 119 7, 

the phrase, "I will give thanks unto thee with uprightness of 
heart," where the Hebrew equivalent of ;., eu811T7[T1 1rapJlar is 
~~ irr:i. 

It might be added, in this same connection, that the very 
common idiom :l,"! :11, accounts for the 1rpltr111 tcpl11,; see, for 
example, these very same words in Prov. 22 n. 

I , - Tl a.petTTO'II Ell oq,8a>.µoir tTOIJ. 

"what is pleasing in thine eyes." (RV) 
Even Grimm counts this a Hebraism, comparing with it the 

expression in Gen. 16 10 (evidently a typographical error for 16 e). 
In 16 8 we find the similar expression tTOI apem11 r.' which is 
a translation of the original Tl"P:l :imn. 

Thackeray does not consider the possibility of finding trans
lation Greek in the Book of Wisdom (see his Introduction), yet 
makes the following comment (p. 43), "As regards the UBe of 
o¢8a>..µor in phrnses like 'to seem good,' or 'to find favor in the 
eyes (i. e. in the estimation) of someone ("~:l) we find the same 
sort of distinction between the groups of books as elsewhere. 
The classical 1rap,; Tm or other paraphrase is rarely found. 
As a rule, the Pentateuch with some of the other books render 
,J'p:l by e11a11TtO'II (or the vernacular E'IIUl'lrlO'II, ;IIOIITI), while 
the literal rendering ;.., ocf,8a>..µoir is reserved for the later historical 
books (and is unexampled in N. T.)." 

Thus, to use Thackeray's own words, we have here a "literal" 
example of translation Greek, euch as we should expect in the 
later historical books. 
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The variant (248) reading only tends to confirm the hypothesis 
of translation from the Hebrew, for it is equally awkward, mn,011 
0"011 . 

• lte - ll'IU q,11>..~~e, ~ ;., T; do6 avrijr. 
"And she shall guard me in her glory." (RV) 

Grimm (p. 187) translated J., T!i do(,, "in ihrem G'lanu;" i. e., 
with the "brilliance" or "splendor" which characterizes her (cf. 
Wisdom 7 26, a,rau-yao-µa -yap eO"TIII q,111Tor a1dio11), Wisdom 
will illuminate the path for the one whom she loves, so that he 
may not go astray. 

The AV rendered, "in her power," following the Vulg. "in ,ua 

-pot,entia." Goodrick characterizes this translation as the least 
likely of several possibilities (p. 220), because in the eenee of 
"power" the word d,,fa is applied only to God (cf. Rom. 6 ,, 
Christ was raised from the dead, d,a Tijr do~,,r TOU iraTpor). Here 
glory and power are identical, of course. Goodrick finds more 
likely: (1) "in her brightness," which suggests the reading of 
Grimm mentioned above; (2) "through her counsel," taking do~a 
to mean do-yµa; (3) "with her good repute," emphasizing the 
guarding by Wisdom's good name rather than the thought of 
guiding. This is the rendering Goodrick includes in his own 
English translation. 

The meaning of ,M(a in this verse is necessarily ambiguous. 
If we consider this as a translation from a Hebrew original, there 
is a possible analogy in Is. 40 a where do(a is the translation of 
,Qlj. This is not the common use of do~a, but that it is possible 
is· ~own here, and the analogy makes the meaning of v. 110 

clearer: it is not in this case, MW wisdom protect&, but why; that 
is, because of her loving-kindness. Thus the meaning is "she will 
protect me in her loving-kindness." 

10 ' 'I:: " • • • , •• , 
le - ll'UI Ei;,EII\UTO al/TOIi ell' 1rapa'IM'wµaTor 101011. 

The word 1'dio11 is very peculiar here and clearly is not idiomatic 
Greek. In the AV it was not translated and we have merely the 
statement that Wisdom "brought him out of his fall." The 
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reference is t.o Adam, of counie, and aince there is no oompariaon 
with any one else who has sinned, the lit.eral translation of the RV 
is clearly no improvement on the sense: "Willdom guarded to 
the end the fust-formed father of the world that waa created 
alone, And delivered him out of his own transgression." 

Adam's sin waa a serio\18 one and Wisdom alone saved him 
from 11,e deatA -penalty. Similar references t.o "mortal Bin" are 
t.o he found in Num. 17a; Deut. 21n; 2211; Bab. 210; Prov. 201, 
etc. In the 1aat two citations, the expreasion in Hebrew is at;irJ 
-,~ (Bab. 210, w,~ ~111; Prov. 201, -~ MIOl't). • 

The significance is t.o be found in the use of the Hebrew word lt'W, 
With the suffix, ~-,t w,-,~, the word is very commonly used. in 
the sense of "sell," ''I my~H," "thou thyself' etc. But the word 
means "life" and is of counie frequently used where life is said 
or implied t.o be in danger: Ps. 3 s; Iii; Is. 3 e; Ps. 7 a; 351, 1; 

120 a. This is a Hebrew idiom which is ordinarily translated in 
the LXX by '1,uxri- For example, Bab. 2 10 reads in the Greek, 
KW J~,jµapTo ~ '1,11x,j a-oo; while Prov. 20 • is translated, 
• • • aµ.a,n-aHI e,'r '"'" eal!TOU '1,uxri11. We should tranalat.e lit.er
ally in English with "sinning against" one's own soul (i. e., life), 
which is another way of saying "mortal sin." This Hebrew idiom 
is hard to translat.e int.o either the Greek or the English because 
these two languages do not have the exact equivalent of &'~ 
"Soul" and "life" are not expressed by a single word in the la~r 
languages, while in classical Hebrew, at least, there is no way 
t.o express the difference. Assuming that our writer waa trans
lating from the Hebrew, the original probably contained the 
phrase .,..,) Ml?'), and the troublesome ;J:011 is merely an attempt 
t.o express lit.erally in Greek what is a chamct.eristically Hebrew 
idiom. Thns the meaning of the line is that Willdom "delivered 
him from mortal Bin." 

11 Be - ~Aa ,ra~ Tijs, atppoa-.:"'lf an'>uro11 T'f' 13;,,, ,.,.,,,,µ.otnJIIOII. 

"But they also left behind them /or (AUfflll11) life (marg. 'by &ieir 
lifllll') a monument of their folly." (RV) 
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The difficulty comes in the phrase T'f' {Jl,,,. Goodrick (p. 231) 
euggests that although fJlor may mP,&n "human life," yet in 
this verse and 14 11, TOVTO i-yevrro T'f' 13;,,, ei'r ;veJpov, it may 
have the meaning of the world at large. In support of this he 
quotes 4 Mace. 17 1' where we have O ICOITµor ,ml O T;;,11 a"8pw7rft'JV 
fJlor e8ewpe1, which is not very convincing. 

Grimm (p. 199) refers to 4 Mace. 1710 to show that /Jlor may 
bear the meaning ,.lebende," "the living." This is the sense of 
the context. The wicked "dying" are contrasted with the righteous 
"living." In v. 1 Wisdom preserves Adam, and even when he 
falls does not entirely forsake him. In v. s we have a reference 
to the lot of Cain. The tradition about the punishment of Cain 
is confused because of God's promise in Gen. 416 that he should 
not be slain. Yet, it is the fate of Cain and his posterity to perish 
utterly. Wisdom preserved the life of Noah (v. ,). V. 6 seems 
to refer vaguely to Wisdom's care for Abraham. Inv. e Wisdom 
saves alive the righteous man Lot, while a pillar of salt testifies 
to the death of an unbelieving soul, the type of the wicked inhabit
ants of Sodom and Gomorrah, etc. Thus we clearly have here 
the contrasted fate of the wicked and the righteous, the dying 
and the living. This is the sense, but not the ordinary translation 
of Tip {Jl,,,. 

Supposing, however, that we have here a translation from 
Hebrew, the origin of the difficulty is easy to determine. The 
Hebrew equivalent of fJlor is ~I'.! which could mean either 
''life" or "the living." So the translation of this verse should be: 

"But they also left behind them for the limng a monument of 
their folly." 

10 •• - f!UTOP'IITf/11 avrav Ell µax001r, 
,cal e7r>.1',0u11e11 Tour 'll'OVOUf au-roii. 

"She prospered him in his toils, 
And multiplied the fruits of his labor." (RV) 

Tlie difficulty in this line does not appear in the English trans
lation. It centers in the word ,rovour. Literally, the final clause 
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of the verse can only be translated, "She mnltiplied hia lahora," 
but it is clear that this cannot be the meaning. 

Translators in general have accepted the mggeetion of Grimm, 
who translated "macl,t,e gt'O/lll Beinen Erv,erl,," taking 'IW'llllr 
in the sense of the "reward of labor," or "gain." But it is doubtful 
if it is possible to take this meaning from -rollOC. Liddell and Scott 
list three main varieties of the word's wiage in Greek: (1) work, 
toil; (2) consequences of toil, in sense of distress, trouble; (3) any
thing produced by work, in the sense of a work of art. There is 
nothing here to substantiate the translation of Grimm. He 
referred to Prov. 3 u (LXX), for support of hia view, which reads, 

Tlp.a TOIi cJp,o-,, a-ro O'M'II daca1111-,, TO_.,,, 
,nu aTapxoo avry, aTO O'MII cap-rm.,, dacwotTVlfJN. 

Honour the Lord with thy substance, 
And with the first fruits of all thine increase. (RV) 

This is not decisive, nor are the two verses listed by him in Ecclue. 
U 11 and 2811. The first of these rather suggests the literal 
meaning of ro11oa: 

' ' . , _, , .... ,.. ' , 
OIIXI l!Tfiptp CQTW\fil'f'f!lr TOllf '11"011011\' 0'011, 

cal To~r KOTOW a-011 elr d,alpea-111 cX,ipoo. 

"Shalt thou not leave thy labours unto another, 
And thy toils to be divided by lot 1" (RV) 

Ecclus. 28 u may be taken either way and is clearly not decisive: 

7>..wa-a-a TplT'J "f"llaicar a11dpelar e~J/ja>..E11, 
' t , ' ' - , ...... ca, f!O'TEfJf!O'E'II a11Tar TIil'// TO-II a11T111'11. 

"A third person's tongue hath cast out brave women, 
And deprived them of their labours." (RV) 

So far as the Wisdom of Solomon is concerned the evidence 
is overwhelmingly in favor of the literal meaning, "labor," "toil," 
"pain," or the like, with one exception. The word ..-.-:- oocure 
inthefollowingpaesagee:3ia; 51; 87,11; 911; lOe,10; 15,; 1911. 
Aside from the verse in question, the only C8lle in which there is 
ambiguity about the meaning is in 8 7, 
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11:ai ei dUCWGcro~'/11 a-ya,r~ Tlf, 

oi 1rOl'Ol TallTJJr e,
1

0-h, Clprrai. 

The famoU8 list of virtues follows. The RV renders 8 7, 

"And if a man loveth righteoUBness, 
The fruits of Wisdom's labour are virtues." 

But equal sense is obtained if we translate this passage literally. 
The tasks which Wisdom sets are '1',o<f,porTu11'1, 'PP""'l'1''f, ouca,o'1'ulff/ 

and a11opela. Such duties as these are glorious duties and might 
well be described as virtues. Goodrick translates: 

"And if a man cherish rigbteoUBneBB, 
Her labours are virtues; 
For she teacheth temperance and prudence, 
Justice and manliness, 
Than which nought in life is more profitable to man." 

Goodrick bimseH evidently takes "labours" in the sense of "the 
fruits of labor," but this is not necessary to the meaning. The 
tasks Wisdom requires of man are temperance, prudence, justice, 
and manlineBB. These in themselves may be considered "labours." 

An added difficulty to translators in this passage has been 
the meaning of the verb used with 1ro1101, which is nrX,j61111u. 

Good.rick finds a dilemma here. Either 1ro11011r means "the fruit 
of bis labours" or the verb nrX,W11vev must mean "made to 
succeed," or "prospered." But, as we have seen, the first is very 
uncertain. According to cl&BBical UBage, e1r>..,;61111ev cannot possibly 
mean "prospered." Good.rick (p. 233) escapes the dilemma by 
assuming that" 'Wisdom' is writing in a foreign tongue." But, are 
we to admit that our writer is not well-versed in the Greek 1 That 
is not the evidence throughout the book; quite to the contrary. 
As Goodrick himseH says, "the only true meaning is 'multiplied 
his toils'." Good.rick himseH adopts the translation, "bless with 
plenty his labours;" but one does not feel he himseH is convinced. 

TbU8 we are not able to obtain a satisfactory translation on the 
basis of the Greek text, without reading into the line the obvions 
meaning of the context. 
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Assuming, however, that the writer waa translating fnm the 
Hebrew, we come to a simple solution of the difficulty. The 
Hebrew equivalent of 701101 is Jr,~ which has two meaninp, 
(1) labor, toil; (2) the product of labor, or better, tJie reUJ1Jrd, gain. 
In this usage the word is found in la. 45 u; 551; Jer. 3 iu; 20 •; 
Ps.10911; Neh.5u; asderivedfromtillage, Ps.78H; Job39u; 
Haggai I u; Ps. 128 2. 

Thus it appears that our writer, translating from the Hebrew, 
naturally enough fell u~n To1101, which is the common equivalent 
of JrJ~ in its primary meaning, and which he was regularly using 
in oth~r passages of his translation. In this particular passage, 
however, in conjunction with rir>.,;6wa, the context demands 
another translation, perhaps ,cap-rollf. So the hypothesis of a 
mistranslation from the Hebrew furnishes the simplest solution 
of the difficulty in this passage. 

III 

It remains to discUBB the bearing of this evidence upon the 
division of the book. Several questions naturally arise: How far 
does the translated part extend 1 Or, to put it in another way, 
just where does the originally Greek section begin? Was all 
of the first part originally written in Hebrew ? 

From the character of this essay it is natural that chief import
ance should be given to the occurrence of translation-idiom in 
the Greek text. It is generally admitted that the traces of Hebrew 
idiom are to be found within the first half of the book. The cases 
cited in the previous section are scattered throughout the first 
ten chapters, while what is commonly considered to be a Hebraism 
is found in the first verse of the eleventh chapter. At the end of 
this verse there is an abrupt transition in the verbal sequence. 
V. 1 reads, "She (Wisdom) prospered their works in the hand of 
the holy prophet," with the verb in the third person singular; 
while v. 1, with a verb in the third person plural, introduces a 
new subject, the Israelites, "They went through the wilderness, 
etc." Furthermore, from this point onward there is a marked 

20 
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lessening of the parallelism characteristic of the first ten chapt.ers 
as a whole. For these reasons especially the present writer con
cludes that the translated mat.erial ends with 111 and that the 
Greek original began with 112. This division of the book coincides 
with that of the early critic, Eichhom, who did not, however, 
admit the possibility of Hebrew origin for the first part. It is 
also identical with the major division proposed by Holmes, who 
concluded that "the difference in style, presentation, and tone 
between the two parts is undeniable.''17 Holmes balanced the 
reasons in support of the composition of the book against those 
for its unity and concluded that the most effective of these had 
to do with the numerous and striking linguistic differences between 
the two sections. He demonstrated with a chart the astonishingly 
different proportion in which certain particles are used in the 
first and last parts of Wisdom, including the following: µiv, JJ, 
tva, a:\>.a (µovnv), 1ap, Kal 1ap. The significance of these figures 
was seized upon by Speiserl8 who maintained that "Holmes' con
clusions for considering the first part separately are all in favor 
of its Hebrew origin. The latter will easily explain the paucity 
of particles, comparatively smaller number of compounds, peculiar 
distribution of certain words, etc. In fact a non-Greek source 
of the book is practically 'f>OBtulated thereby, and the theory is 
particularly supported by the fact that-to use Holmes' own 
argument in a different connection-the support comes un
wittingly, the author not having considered the possibility of a 
Hebrew origin." 

The division at the end of 111 harmonizes well with the opinion 
of most critics who have touched upon the Hebraisms in the 
Book of Wisdom, whether or not they have admitted the possi
bility of a Hebrew original. Grimm28, for example, listed the 
following verses as containing Hebraisms: 1 1; 2 e; 2 u; 2 1a; 
41a; 4u; 72&; 8,; 811; 821; 9a; 9a; 9e; 111; 13e; 1911. It 

17 Op. cit., p. 623. 
II Op. cit., pp. 478, 479. 
11 Op. cit., Einleitung, "Sprache und Da.ratellung" (Sect. 3). 
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will be observed that 14 out of 16 of these Hebl'IIUllll8 fall within 
the limit designated. Several -lled "haU-HebraU11D11"meutioned 
by Grimm all belong within these chapters: 6a; 61& and 91. 
More recently ProfeBBOr FreudenthaP' baa refened to the "int.er
mingling of stylistic Olltentation and poverty" in the W'mdom 
of Solomon, by "poverty" indicating mch Hebl'IIUllll8 u th011e 

in 11; 2e; 4u; 91; 9e; 9, and lit. It will be obaerved that 
these Hebraism& all fall within the first aection of the book. The 
three alleged cases of mistranslation cited by Focke have already 
been mentioned. Speiser himseU baa listed mistranslations in the 
following lines: I&; I u; 2a; 2s; 312; 411; 41,; 5a; 511; 8,; 
8 5--8. 

In connection with the parallelism reflected in the Greek ten, 
Focke takes issue with the generally accepted point of view. 
Grimm judged the parallelilllll to continue through the first ten 
chapters, in imitation, as he thought, of the Hebrew atyle of the 
Psalms, Job and Proverbs. Siegfried (1900) affirmed the same 
point of view, although in his own translation he used verse form 
through 12 1s, which caused Focke to inquire il we were expected 
to discover a third form of literary structure in cha. 10 1-12 H. 

Under the aub-heading, "Poesie und Prosa," Fockell claima that 
the parallelilllll of the book is limited as follows: in cha. 1-5 it 
is coD.llistently observed; in 6 1-12 18 the parallelism prepon
derates with occaaional prose; while in 12111-Ch.19, the proae 
preponderates with only scattered examples of parallelilllll. Focke 
concludes that the author of chs. 6-19 in combining his own 
work with the original cha. 1-5 'which he translated hom the 
Hebrew, was at first coD.llistently but gradually lesa and less 
careful to observe his imitation of the Hebrew parallelism. This 
attempt to limit the genuinely Hebrew parallelilllll to cha. 1-5 
Focke combines with various arguments under the two general 
headings "lnhalt" and "Form" but inconclusively. For example, 
Focke points to the comparative absence of the term &Yp/tia and 

18 Op. cit., p. 733. 
II Op. cit., pp. 51 ff. 
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other Greek terminology in chs. 1-5, compared with it.a frequent 
usage in chs. 6-19. Even if le be ruled out of consideration 
as an interpolation, 88 Focke insists, it is difficult to agree that 
"die.Be aulfiJllige singulare Ersclieinung in den erst-en fun/ Kapitdn 
der Sap. oollig feJilt."D Traces of Greek thought certainly are 
to be found in the translator's language in I 1; 2 2 c d; 2 a; 218. 
Thus chs. 1-5 are not free from this terminology. Nor does the 
usage of &,phia at least continue in all of chs. 6-19, occurring 
only once in these chapters. 

A similar inconclusiveness exists in Focke's argument that in 
Part I as defined by him we find only a stem, judicial deity 
(1 a; l 1-10; 4 u; 51&-20), while in Part II we discover a bene
volent, merciful deity.33 To support his view Focke quotes from 
the second section: 61; 7 2&; 11 sa ff; 112e; 12 1; 12 2; 12 10; 
12 11; 12 tB; 12 18; 12 20; 12 22; 14 a; 15 1; 16 G; 16 1; 16 e; 16 10; 
16 11; 16 21; 16 aG; 19 11. It might be said, of course, that the 
writer is dealing in Part I with a different set of circumstances 
and a different phase of the nature of God. Even if the difference 
claimed can be convincingly shown, however, does this show a 
division between chs. 1-5 and 6-19? As will be observed, 
only two of the citations mentioned, 6 1 and 7 26, occur before the 
eleventh chapter. The division might nearly 88 well be drawn 
at chapter 11. Focke continues with an attempt to portray 
contrasting schemes of eschatology in chs. 1-5 and 6-19; and 
finally to uncover in chs. 1-5 a description of the Pharisees and 
Sadducees, proving the Palestinian origin of these chapters. One 
is left, however, with a consciousness of the difficulty of analyzing 
the book on such grounds, especially in the light of the many 
different conclusions reached by equally scholarly critics who 
have followed very similar methods of inquiry. Under the heading, 
"Form," Focke tabulates among other things the usage of certain 
particles and on this basis argues for his analysis of the book. 
It is illuminating, however, to observe that Holmes arrives at 

n Op. cil., p. 21. 
11 Ibid., pp. 22ff. 
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a very different solution of the problem on the basis of a Btndy 
o' nearly the identical words clamiified by Focke. While agreeing 
with Focke's hypothesis that the tranalat.or of the fint part of 
the book is the author of the second, yet it seems dif6cnlt t.o accept 
his limitation of the Hebrew original t.o chs. 1-5. 

Speiser would credit the fint nine chapters t.o the Hebrew 
original with the exception of the considerable Beetion 611-7 ao. 

He reasons that after 6 u, "O ye kings of the people, honour 
Wisdom, that you may reign for evermore," the redact.or, presnm
ably the translat.or-author himseH, felt the need of certain 
"explanatory remarks" on the nature of Wisdom.11 Speiser 
also mentions, in agreement with Focke, that the paralleliam 
in this part of the book is not 8U8tained. which is a contn"buting 
fact.or to his decision that this section should be omitted from 
the translated material. While it is poesible t.o maintain, as did 
the late Professor Gressmann, that certain sentences or longer 
sections of the first part of the book may originally have been 
written in the Greek and likewise in the second part that one or 
more small sections ma.y come originally from the Hebrew, yet 
any such theory is exceedingly precarious. It has been commonly 
supposed, for example, that 80 Greek a pauage as the Sorites 
in 6 11-ao could not have been written in Hebrew, yet it may 
be pointed out that such step figures do occur in the Rabbinical 
writings and more than once. So far as the auggestion of Speiser 
is concemed, it is poesible to mention at least one important 
obstacle in the way of an obvious mistranslation in 7 11, which 
involves a considerable number of venes. The Greek reada, 
,; -yap Tall'Tfllll T£X_llrTlf iJiJa~II ,u vcxpia, which is translated, 
"For Wisdom, which is the worker of all things, taught me." 
Here Wisdom is made the subject of the verb while in the rest 
of the same context, God is the subj,,ct, stated or undent.ood. 
V. 11 reads, "For he (God) hath given me certain knowledge of 
the things that are, etc." God is considered the subject through 
all the subsequent vel'l!eS until v. n and should clearly be 80 read 

u Op. cit., p. 480. 
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in that verse. The line would then read, "For he (God) t.aught 
me wisdom, etc." In this manner the true sense of the plll!llllge 

may be restored. It is the opinion of the writer that with no 
considerable exceptions the section 11-ll 1 is translated hom 
the Hebrew. 

In concl118ion it might be added that we are dealing with the 
Wisdom of Solomon. It would be natural to expect that &,phia 
should be mentioned frequently in euch a case throughout the 
various chapters of the book. It is noteworthy that after 111 the 
word occurs only in one passage, 14 &. Furthermore, it is the 
Wisdom of Solomon with which we are concerned, and in che. 
11-ll 1 Solomon is given a prominent place. He is described 
ae a king, the eon of a king, one who seeks to be worthy of hie 
father's throne (9 u); he epeake repeatedly in the first person; 
addressee in a tone of authority the "judges of the earth" (1 1) and 
kings and rulers (ch. 6). But after 111 Solomon drops out of 
eight. Such considerations together with those already mentioned 
lead one to believe that the original Wisdom of Solomon written 
in Hebrew extended ae far ae 111 of the present Greek text. 




